		

Liberating Words III - 
from the teachings of Lama Yeshe

On Wisdom

We are capable of examining our own minds and comprehending what kind of mind brings everyday problems and is not worthwhile, both objectively and subjectively. This is the way that meditation allows us to correct our attitudes and actions. 

Don't think, "I am powerless." Human beings do have power. We have the power to change our lifestyles, change our attitudes, change our habits. We can call that capacity Buddha potential, God potential or whatever you want to call it. That's why Buddhism is simple. It is a universal teaching that can be understood by all people, religious or non-religious. 


From the Buddhist point of view, having renunciation of samsara and loving kindness bodhicitta alone is not enough to cut the root of the ego or the root of the dualistic mind. By meditating on and practicing loving kindness bodhicitta, you can eliminate gross attachment and feelings of craving, but the root of craving desire and attachment are ego and the dualistic mind. Therefore, without understanding shunyata, or non-duality, it is not possible to cut the root of human problems. 


(Sometimes) our love starts with pure motivation but as time passes, negative minds arise and our love becomes mixed with black love, dark love. It begins at first as white love but then transforms into black magic love. 

I want you to understand that this is due to a lack of wisdom - your not having the penetrative wisdom to go beyond your relative projection.


Buddhism has tremendous concern for, or understanding of, the needs of both the object and the subject, and in this way, loving kindness becomes an antidote to the selfish attitude. 

Western religions also place tremendous emphasis on love and compassion but they do not emphasize wisdom. Understanding wisdom is the path to liberation, so you have to gain it. 


The characteristic of ego is to project such fantasy notions onto yourself and others-this is the main root of problems. You then react emotionally and hold as concrete your pleasure and your pain. 


You can observe right now how your ego mind interprets yourself, how your self-image is simply a projection of your ego. You can check right now. It's worth checking. The way you check has nothing to do with the sensory mind, your sense consciousness. Close your eyes and check right now. It's a simple question-you don't need to query the past or the future-just ask yourself right now, "How does my mind imagine myself?" 


You don't need to search for the absolute. It's enough to just ask about your conventional self. 


Understanding your conventional mind and the way it projects your own self-image is the key to realizing shunyata. In this way you break down the gross concepts of ego and eradicate the self-pitying image of yourself. 


Our ego holds a permanent concept of our ordinary self all the time-this year, last year, the year before: "I'm a bad person; me, me, me, me, me, me." From the Buddhist point of view, that's wrong. 

Your ego's interpretation is unreasonable. It has nothing whatsoever to do with reality. 

Philosophically, of course, you can research shunyata very deeply; you can analyze the notion of the self-existent I a thousand ways. But here I'm talking about what you can do practically, every day, right now, in a simple way. Don't think about Buddhist terminology; don't think about what the books say or anything like that. Just ask yourself simply, "How, at this moment, do I interpret myself?" That's all. 

Each time you ask yourself that question you get a different answer, 
I tell you. Because sometimes you're emanating as a chicken; sometimes as a pig; sometimes as a monkey. Then you can laugh at yourself: "What I'm thinking is incredible! 

The way you check, the way you question yourself, should just make you laugh. In that way you get closer to shunyata. Because you know something-through your own experience, you know that your own projection of yourself is a fantasy and, to some extent, you experience selflessness. You no longer trust your own ego, and your concepts become less concrete. 


As long as the dualistic mind is functioning in your life, you are always irritated; you have not attained the peace of ultimate reality. That's why single-pointed concentration is very useful. Single-pointed concentration is very useful for cutting the gross dualistic mind, especially when you want to recognize and contemplate on your own consciousness. It's very powerful for eliminating dualistic concepts. This is what is taught in Tibetan mahamudra, or dzog-chen. 


The purpose of meditation is to stop the irritating concepts that we call dualistic mind. Of course, there are many levels to this. The dualistic mind has many gross levels and many subtle levels, and the way to eliminate it is to start with the gross [and progress to the subtle]. 





We have to break our concrete preconceptions, and that can only be done by the clean clear mind. 

For example, when you see an old tree in the distance and think that it's a human being, your superstitious mind is holding that wood as a human being. In order to eliminate your ego's wrong conception, you have to see that collection of energy as wood. If you see that clean clear, the conception holding that object as a human being will disappear. It's the same thing: the clean clear mind is the solution that eliminates all concrete wrong conceptions. 


Tied by this kind of grasping at samsaric phenomena at the conception level, it is difficult for you to see the possibility of achieving a higher destination. 


For some reason, by having an ego, the tendency is always to be unbalanced, extreme. We have so many problems-individual, personal problems; they all come from the extreme mind. 


When distractions come (in meditation) -perhaps your ego imagines, "Oh, I'm getting pleasure"-don't reject them; contemplate such notions. In that way, you can reach the point where the first notion disappears, which shows that the appearances your ego imagines are false. When they clear, contemplate the resultant clarity. 

If you are unable to contemplate that clarity, move your mind a little by thinking, "I have just caught my ego muddying my mind with illusions and overestimated conceptions; so many living beings suffer from such conceptions and are unable to catch them as I can," and generate much compassion or bodhicitta. 

You can also generate the determination to release other sentient beings from that ignorance, while being aware that, "At the moment, I don't have the ability to really lead other sentient beings into clarity, therefore, I need to clear up my own mind more." 

Then go back to contemplating your own thought again. Through your own experience, you know that your mind, or thought, or consciousness, has no color or form. Its nature is like a clean clear mirror that reflects any phenomenon. That is your mind, your consciousness

It is clean clear, like a mirror, and reflects even irritating objects. Therefore, when even bad thoughts come, don't get upset, don't cry, and don't criticize yourself-instead, use the technique of simply being aware; just contemplate the clarity of the subject, your own mind. If you do that, it will again become clear, because clarity is its nature. Similarly, when good thoughts come, instead of getting busily distracted by the object, again contemplate the clarity of the subject, your own mind. 


Contemplate on the clean clear nature of mind. This signifies shunyata: "This is my picture of shunyata." Why? First of all, your consciousness, or mind, is like a mirror. A mirror is a receptor for any object of form; whatever the color, a mirror receives it. It's the same with our consciousness; it's like a mirror; it can receive all kinds of objects of thought. 

All kinds of reflections appear in our minds-garbage reflections come; good reflections come. That is beauty; human beings are beautiful. Don't think that human beings are like wood. That's why we should respect human beings. Human beings have discriminating wisdom; they have that capacity. So contemplate on clarity-the clear light nature of mind and thought. 

First of all, that clarity is formless. It does not have color. Recognize it as space; universal space is empty. So, contemplate. 

The effect of this meditation, its impact, what happens is that, by having the experience of emptiness, empty space, you eliminate superstition and ego conflict. Having this kind of experience eliminates the ego thoughts that crowd your mind. 


From there, you are led to having no thoughts at all; no thought. There is thought, but the crowded, gross level thoughts disappear so that you seem to experience no thought. Sort of, "Where are my thoughts? Where am I?" is what you experience. 

Of course, this is not exactly a shunyata experience, but it serves as such.  Something happens; there's an inner transformation. We have to go through this; we cannot be arrogant and say, "I want an exact experience of complete shunyata!" It's not going to happen. That's just ego. We have to begin somewhere and work towards that experience. We should be satisfied if even that approximate experience comes. 


Perhaps that's enough for today. However, when you reach the point of clean clear comprehension, just leave your mind on that. Let go and don't intellectualize. 


